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This article discusses the foundations of the cryptocurrency landscape including blockchain. It will cover the risks associated with this space and the steps organizations should take to build strength in their security posture as it relates to their use of cryptocurrency.

The movie *In Time*,¹ which depicts a world where time is the universal currency, is an interesting sci-fi spin on the implications that evolving global currency could have on society. While we may not ever buy coffee with literal minutes of our lives, payment methods and the way money flows between entities are changing rapidly. These changes, particularly the growing hype and adoption of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency, have introduced a new dimension of cybersecurity considerations in particular for financial services institutions, e-commerce organizations, and consumers.

This article discusses the foundations of the cryptocurrency landscape including blockchain. It will cover the risks associated with this space and the steps organizations should take to build strength in their security posture as it relates to their use of cryptocurrency.

Blockchain basics

Blockchain has been hailed as one of the most secure technology advancements in history. And while its distributed nature does inherently enable a secure front, it is not without problems.² The explosive growth of this technology has made it a prime target for malicious actors looking to exploit it for gain, and researchers have identified that it is indeed vulnerable to theft, network attacks, mining compromises, and fraudulent use.³ Among the many emerging blockchain networks and solutions, cryptocurrency is the most widely used and most mature application. It is also the most attractive to cyber threat actors, as it provides an anonymous and essentially irreversible channel to steal money or earn it through illicit means.

There are 2,000 different cryptocurrencies⁴ and many exchanges and networks currently available around the world, and the list is growing all the time. Like any financial market, the total cryptocurrency market capitalization is constantly fluctuating. Earlier this year, it hit more than $800 billion and has been predicted by some to exceed $1 trillion in 2018.⁵ Bitcoin continues to hold the dominant position among all the currencies and tends to be the most targeted by malicious actors.

A study by the US Department of Homeland Security found that between 2009 and 2015 one third of all Bitcoin exchanges had been hacked and about half closed shop during that

3 Ibid.
time. The largest of these attacks was against the Mt. Gox exchange, in which hackers stole more than 700,000 bitcoins, valued at about $350 million. The exchange shut down in the wake of the attack, and the losses were absorbed by its investors and account holders.

Beyond the obvious concerns for consumers, the cryptocurrency market presents some serious red flags and considerations for security professionals at e-commerce organizations, financial services institutions, and other corporations. It is critical to become familiar with the landscape and understand the ways in which cryptocurrency is stored, the risks associated with cryptocurrency in a corporate setting, and available means through which cybersecurity practitioners can prevent losses.

The lay of the land

Blockchain is a distributed, peer-to-peer digital ledger in which transactions are recorded chronologically and publicly. It provides a way to account for and openly track transactions between parties, particularly cryptocurrency trades, while masking the identity of the individuals involved. Because it is de-centralized and designed for versatility, blockchain in and of itself is typically secure and difficult to defraud. But we begin to see diverse issues around how various networks and exchanges secure digital wallets, the accounts that store the cryptocurrency. This is a challenge and the root of most breaches of cryptocurrency accounts.


Today, there are two storage formats for digital wallets:

**Physical storage**

Also known as cold storage, this method involves storing cryptocurrency as a digital file on a computer or other hardware (such as an encrypted wallet). The currency is password encrypted and requires a decryption key to access the funds. While this method keeps the control in the hands of the account owner, it can be problematic if the password is forgotten, the computer is lost or compromised, or if a threat actor gains access to the machine and thus the decryption password. With cold storage, if a backdoor Trojan, key logger, or other malware gains access, they would potentially have access to the wallet and its decryption key.

**Cloud storage**

There are numerous cloud-based cryptocurrency exchanges that allow users to create an account and store their currency. This removes the need to build internal controls to protect physically stored cryptocurrency accounts but comes with the risk that the exchange may experience a breach. If the exchange is not maintaining proper security controls, a threat actor may gain access to any number of the exchange’s wallets. And because transactions are anonymous, it is easy to steal money once a wallet is accessed, but nearly impossible to get that money back or investigate the offender. Unlike criminal activity in other arenas, no trail is left behind in cryptocurrency transactions, leaving very little for law enforcement to work with when trying to piece together clues about a theft.

For corporations with cryptocurrency accounts, determining the best storage method involves a few key considerations. Organizations that do not typically rely on third parties for storing their critical data and have robust cybersecurity programs can be good candidates for cold storage. When an or-
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organization has strong methodology in place, with real-time threat monitoring and the experience and personnel to protect critical assets, they can apply those practices to the cryptocurrency accounts and maintain them in-house. However, companies that do not have the resources or know-how to appropriately lock down their assets should store their accounts via a reputable and record-proven exchange.

No central organization exists to protect cryptocurrency, meaning that defrauded parties simply lose their money with little or no recourse, regardless of the storage method they use. Tyler Moore, a University of Tulsa cybersecurity professor and researcher, has been quoted extensively about the vulnerability of the cryptocurrency market.

In an interview he said, “I am skeptical there’s going to be any technological silver bullet that’s going to solve security breach problems. No technology, cryptocurrency, or financial mechanism can be made safe from hacks.”

Indeed, the Mt. Gox breach is only one of many instances of cryptocurrency breaches. Malicious actors may use a variety of approaches to gain access to digital wallets through physical storage or exchanges. One study Moore conducted found that in an empirical analysis of distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks in the Bitcoin ecosystem, there were 142 unique DDoS attacks on 40 Bitcoin services and seven percent of all known operators were victims of these attacks.

The research also concluded that the majority of DDoS attacks were against the exchange services and large blockchain mining pools, given the potential monetary gains of breaching these targets.

As cryptocurrencies become more widely used and more valuable, nefarious groups are increasingly motivated to impair transactions and leverage DDoS bots to expose vulnerabilities that may allow them to steal money. Bitcoin Magazine recently reported a study from Imperva Incapsula that noted “the cryptocurrency industry continues to be a frequent target of DDoS attacks, more so than many larger industries. Three out of every four bitcoin exchange sites were attacked in Q3 2017.”

During a DDoS event attackers are working to flood the servers at cryptocurrency exchanges and operators to disrupt service and shut down activity, including delaying transactions or making them unavailable for an indefinite period of time. Given the importance of timeliness in financial trading, this can have serious implications. This activity underscores the importance that organizations trading in or relying on cryptocurrency must understand they are at higher risk to be targeted by this type of attack and must implement standard precautions, such as a combination of cloud and on-premise DDoS defense solutions to mitigate it.

Ultimately, money is the digital asset within cryptocurrency and should be treated like any other financial system. It will continue to be targeted by actors looking to steal it by exploiting the blockchain and intercepting fund transfers, or engineering funds out of wallets. To this end, according to data from BAE Systems, there have also been increases in bitcoin-stealing malware tools with attacks aimed at digital wallets, the compromise of private keys, and malware that hijacks computing resources for mining bitcoins.

Routing attacks and phishing campaigns have also been identified as key threats targeting the cryptocurrency industry. Trojans that can gain access to copy or view information from computers through a backdoor are also threats to cold storage accounts. Threat actors are continually evolving and becoming more sophisticated, and what doesn’t exist today may exist tomorrow. We will likely see new approaches that decrypt digital wallets and attack exchanges.

Cybersecurity strength for cryptocurrency assets

Today, the most common business users of cryptocurrency are e-commerce organizations that offer bitcoin and other currencies as a way to pay for products or services and financial services institutions that are looking to take advantage of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency to enable high-speed trades and other transactions. More and more enterprises are beginning to integrate cryptocurrency into their businesses and will need to address security accordingly.

Ultimately, cybersecurity is about insuring the critical and financial assets that drive value for the organization are protected. These are what the malicious actors will target. Today, and for a growing number of organizations, cryptocurrency has become another valued asset. To put the proper controls in place around these assets, security practitioners first need to examine what kind of storage and the type of exchange the organization is using for its cryptocurrency. With that as the foundation, teams can build a holistic and sound defense to ensure that the infrastructure around their accounts is protected with cybersecurity best practices.

Organizations using cold storage need to put proper in-depth security controls around their digital wallets. These controls are the same as those used to protect the organization’s other assets. Implementing an incident response plan, leveraging leading-edge security technology, patching systems, monitoring threats, defending infrastructure, and intelligence gathering are among the best practices that should be exercised. Without proper security controls, teams will not have...
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visibility into the cyber threats that pose the biggest risks to their cryptocurrency accounts.

For example, an e-commerce website that accepts bitcoin as a method of payment and is using cold storage should be diligent about protecting the wallet. In some cases, the wallet may be located on the same server as the website's payment gateway, which is an Internet-facing server and therefore a prime target for infiltration. Internet-facing web servers are compromised all the time, and if the digital wallet is stored on it, it can be easily stolen. Further, even if the wallet is stored on an internal network, protections against lateral movement must be put into place. Any open points on the network must be secured so that an actor who gains access through the web server or other methods like spear phishing can't find the lateral channels to the server where the wallet is stored.

When using cloud storage, organizations should be very mindful of which exchanges they use, as these are the most targeted by threat actors. When choosing an exchange, the security team should be involved in conducting a well-rounded, third-party threat-assessment program. This exercise should be done for all outside partners with which data is shared to evaluate their cybersecurity fortitude and ensure their standards meet the organization’s requirements on all fronts. Assessments should examine whether the exchange has a robust cybersecurity program that aligns with industry best practices.

In most ways, securing cryptocurrency is like securing any other critical asset or currency. Generally, the best practices that should be examined and implemented are the same as any that would be utilized to ensure a secure network. The CryptoCurrency Security Standard13 is one entity that has recently emerged to help standardize security techniques and methodologies specific to cryptocurrency systems. The standards are currently in their nascent phase, but as they develop they may help organizations fine-tune their cybersecurity posture relating to securing their wallets and blockchain implementations.

**Conclusion**

Cybersecurity is not a nebulous practice, and blockchain is no longer nebulous either. It is being used increasingly in all kinds of business practices, and its application will continue to proliferate. Cryptocurrency and blockchain technology use must be viewed as any other corporate critical asset or intellectual property and be protected accordingly. By treating crypto accounts as high-value assets, teams can build holistic cybersecurity methodologies that proactively defend against known and anticipated threats, and enable rapid response and eradication of threats that are discovered. Then they can learn from new intelligence and leverage it to further strengthen defenses across the overall network. As one academic paper put it, cryptocurrency accounts should have, “layers and layers amounting to metaphorical armed guards defending iron gates with vaults deep underground behind a thousand doors.”14
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